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Everyone got sick.By the time the country realised it was everywhere, nearly everyone died. Being
one of the few left alive wasn't the freedom he would have expected.Banding together those he
found along the way, he has to fight to keep them safe.To keep them alive.To survive.
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I am a pretty harsh critic, but I enjoyed this book very much. Yeah, I winced at the Glock safety
snafu, but the characters were engaging. The power struggle seemed much more likely than the
other PA books I have read. I can't give this a five star because that would mean it ranks as one of
the best books I've ever read, but it was great. Many other writers seem to have friends and family
who will lie about what a great book s/he wrote and I'm glad this writer doesn't encourage such
antics. There were a few grammatical mistakes, but the rest of the writing nullified those for me.

This was a phenomenal book and I look forward to reading book 4 and more by this autjor! I read all
three in three days and was *delighted* it was a series I could pass on to my teens to read and that
the books came out in quick succession. It took me a couple chapters to get hooked but I enjoyed

the writing, the characters (immensely in fact) and it's now in my top ten for this genre along with (I
especially like book review.recommendations!)One Second AfterShelter by Sarah Jaune ONLY
books 1 & 2. They were incredible! 3 was AWFULLights OutEscaping Home Series by A.
AmericanWalking In the Rain Series, William AllenKiamichi RefugeBest Laid Plans SeriesPower
StruggleG. Michael Hopf booksRolandWorst Case ScenarioAfter the EventEnemies Foreign and
Domestic (Series)Books by Summer LaneAnything by T.A. WilliamsThe Pulse seriesThe China
PandemicAnything by N.C ReedBroken Ties SeriesMonument 14 series (YA and good)Heroes and
overcoming adversity makes for great reading. Yes there are evil people in all walks of life and
those without character but when authors seem to enjoy explicit details of gore that is more horror
than anything else or try to make their books into a porn novel I bow out.I also don't care for the
zombie subgenre. Hope others will make book recommendations as well.My first book in this genre
was Patriots which I enjoyed as well.

Not sure why I've suddenly started reading books of this type but this is one of the better ones.
Character develop occurs over time, which I prefer. Action is steady and the cliffhanger is great! I
was upset to discover I had not purchased book 2 and had to wait to keep reading. A few typos here
and there but not distracting or annoying.

DCF has written a SyFy novel of an apocalypse virus that leaves a survivor per 10k people. One
man collects the survivors to give them a chance to a new life. As they add people they also
encounter men and women who kill everything in sight. This is an excellent read for the genre.....
ER

I really enjoyed this series. Very well-defined and likeable characters, thoughtful and realistic
action... just a great way to spend a few hours of reading. While many series of this type have their
characters (and readers) in constant turmoil, tension, and violence during a near extinction event,
Ford manages to walk a fine line between tension and wisdom on how to deal with the loss of most
of mankind. His writing made the reader care about the characters and suffer and rejoice with them.
I found myself with teary eyes several times in the three books. Definitely recommend this series to
you and anxiously awaiting book 4!

After a pandemic kills nearly everyone, a very small group of survivors band together. The first are
Dan and Neil. Only three days after seeing everyone he ever knew drop dead, Neil meets Dan, and

they decide to work together for their mutual benefit. Neil is constantly making jokes. Bad jokes. I
took one star off this review because of how annoying and inappropriate and unfunny Neil was. Dan
is more the strong, silent, take-charge type.Eventually the group expands to about 30, and they set
about finding ways to insure their long-term survival.They do run across some very bad people, as
one would expect, but fortunately this story isn't filled with the rapes, senseless violence, and
mayhem that fills so many books in this genre.This book is set in England, which has very different
gun laws than the USA, so many of the group oppose the use of guns on general principles.This
book ends on a cliffhanger, of course, so if you want to continue to follow the story you will have to
purchase more 'books'. (More like a third of a book to me, but typical of kindle and the
times.)Results: ok, but nothing new or compelling. I might read the next story if it were free. I
wouldn't waste money to purchase it.

I decided to give this a try since it's a genre I like. The story was way too vanilla (Let's try and find
more food! Phew, we did with no problem. Oh no there might be some threat! Oh just kidding there
was no threat); literally nothing happens for the entirety of the book until the very end when all of a
sudden it seems as though a completely different author took over to finish it. Characters are
underdeveloped, and the main character is horrified by intimacy or making connections with
anyone, so there are no opportunities to learn about others through his interactions. I usually hate
not finding out how a series ends, but in this case I will not be continuing on with the rest of the
series.
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